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GENERATION

GAME
Triple Award
Success!!!!

The Curve scoops
National Awards at
the IHEEM and
BBH Awards!

Groundbreaking Ancora House CAMHS development
in Chester opens its doors. See inside for more details

Theatre Refurbishment
Project Underway

Design work has commenced on the first phase
of multiple extensive refurbishment projects at
Sheffield Teaching Hospitals with Kier Health
under procure21+. The first phase is to provide
four new ‘ultra clean hood’ theatres to relieve
pressure on the existing provision. Once this
is completed the decant from ground floor
will allow a phased redevelopment of nine
existing theatres and support spaces. Providing
a remodelled theatre department at the
Hallamshire site to allow Sheffield to continue
to provide a high quality service across all sites.
More details next issue.

PROCURE22 framework announced
November saw the announcemnt of the
successful PSCPs on the NHS’s flagship
framework. After a hugely competetive
selection process six consortia were selected
and appointed on the 5 year procurement
programme.
Through
our
continued
commitment and proven delivery with our
Construction Partners we are thrilled to
announce our ongoing involvement on the
new Framework. Inside we look back on a
remarkable 15 years of participation in P21/
P21+.

INSIDE - GDA BIM Level2 accreditation, Innovative Mental Health design in Merseyside, RJAH handover, STRIDE
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Flagship Southport project submitted for Planning
A full Planning Application has been submitted
on Mersey Care’s new £15M Adult Acute
Mental Health development in Southport. The
innovative design features two 22 bed wards,
including one Older Adult and a bespoke 5 bed
Assessment Suite. The new facility replaces
the aging Boothroyd unit and Hesketh Centre
in the Town and is part of Mersey Care’s long
term estate’s modernisation programme which
began with their Clock View Hospital completed
in 2014. Work is due to start on site later in the
year.

New projects
secured at
County Hospital,
in Stafford.
More next
issue

BRE BIM Level 2 accreditation

In demand Emergency
Care Centre taking
shape in Rotherham
Work on the new Urgent and
Emergency
Care
Centre
at
Rotherham NHS Foundation Trust
is nearing completion!
The new Urgent and Emergency
Care Centre has been developed
to transform the way that urgent
and emergency health care
is provided to the people of
Rotherham. When the Centre
opens in July 2017 patients will
have one place to go when they
have an urgent or emergency care
need. The complex construction
has been undertaken in a live
A&E environment with up to
fifteen phases of work over a two
year period to ensure that a safe
and effective emergency service
can be delivered throughout the
construction phase.
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We are delighted to continue our role in the championing and use of BIM in public
sector building by becoming one of only five National Architectural Practices to
be certified under the BRE Global BIM Level 2 Business Systems Certification
Scheme. The accreditation denotes Gilling Dod has the necessary policies,
procedures and capability to comply with PAS1192-2-2013 and the delivery of
BIM Level 2 public sector centrally procured construction projects. This is a
major milestone in our BIM journey and we are thrilled that our investment and
commitment has resulted in the Practice maintaining its position at the forefront
of innovative design solutions and digital technologies.
All our projects are delivered on this platform and we continue to see benefits
for our clients in terms of design and development, co-oridnation and long term
estates management.
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Ancora House vision now a reality
Ancora House is a new £14m Tier 4 inpatient CAMHS facility
commissioned by Cheshire and Wirral Partnership NHS Trust.
The project was delivered by Villicare JV and built by Eric Wright
Construction and is the culmination of a unique and ground
breaking collaborative design process. The Trust’s aim was to
break the mould and broaden the overall design ‘conversation’
and this resulted in a design process which placed young people,
families, clinicians, teachers, therapists and artists alongside
the traditional design team. Innovative design studio BOEX were
added to the team to give a fresh perpsective on key interior
spaces and through an intensive engagement process a truely
bespoke and patient focussed environment was created. A place

for young people, designed by young people.

New Hawthorn House project starts in Bolton
GDA have been appointed by Greater Manchester West Mental
Health NHS Trust to design their new rehabilitation facility in
Bolton. The £1.75M Project involves the refurbishment of the
Trust’s existing Hawthorn House and is currently at design stage.

“Ancora House is a credit to all involved and
inparticualr the Trust for their courage in daring
to be different, and to the young people who
have been so enthusiastic in helping and
guiding us. This shows the real success that can
be achieved when we engage, collaborate
and innovate”
Chris Tonge - Viillicare

New Acute Hub design at Countess of Chester
The new Acute Hub project at the Countess of Chester
is gaining momentum under the P21+ framework. Gilling
Dod are working closely with the clinical teams and Kier
to develop the designs for the new Acute Hub. Gilling
Dod have developed a design for a new Acute Hub
that is to be constructed over a number of phases whilst
maintaining a fully operational A&E department. The
completed project will provide a closely integrated Acute
Hub with a central control point for clinical efficiency
and effectiveness. The new Acute Hub will include and
Paediatric Assessment unit that has close links with the
minors and majors areas in the Emergency Department,
as well as full integration with Primary Care services with
the inclusion of a GP Assessment Unit and GP out of
hours unit. To further improve patient flow and patient
experience, there is a dedicated Clinical Decisions Unit
which will allow the clinical teams to monitor patients and
assess their conditions prior to discharge or admission into
the hospital itself.
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Bradford Hospital
Interiors delight
Due for completion in Spring 2017, Gilling
Dod Interior’s exciting project at Bradford
Royal Infirmary is creating a buzz at the
hospital site. The opening of the new main
entrance concourse and information centre
has already been very well recieved, greatly
improving staff & patient experiences visiting
the hospital. Additional ward areas are due
for handover in the coming weeks, including
Elderly Care, Paediatrics & the Critical Care
Unit. GD*id have been been appointed in
an Arts Co-Ordinator role to further enhance
these healing environments, with natural
imagery being used throughout the new wing
to reflect the organic concept. Landscape
artwork used in the Elderly Care wards
supports Dementia Friendly Principles,
whereas in Paediatrics, a fun, quirky and
character-led approach has been developed
in collaboration with children on the ward.

Spring 2017

New public face of Queens
Hospital, Burton upon Trent
As part of the Stride Framework to develop the Queens Hospital Campus at Burton Upon
Trent, Gilling Dod were successful in securing the role to design the Hospitals new Main
Entrance and Multi Storey Visitor car park. The scheme is currently in the feasibility stage
and the design is to include a 600 space visitor car park and main entrance concourse
that will house retail and coffee shop outlets. There are also proposals to rationalise
hospital deliveries and provide efficient and flexible office accommodation for the Trust
staff. Should the scheme be approved by the Trust Board it will provide a new experience
for patients, visitors and staff, which will ease the existing parking difficulties and provide
a much needed focal point from which to access the excellent services provided within
the hospital itself.

GDA confirm
attendance at
IHEEM 2017
conference

Greater Manchester West Mental
Health NHS Foundation Trust’s new
Recovery Academy, The Curve, has
picked up three national design
awards. The £5M innovative Mental
Health Resource and Community
Hub was built by Vinci Construction
and handed over in spring 2016.
It has had a huge impact on the
lives of Service Users and staff
accessing the Service. The scheme
won Project of the Year at the
IHEEM conference in October and
followed that up with two awards
at the Building Better Healthcare
Awards in London in November. It
scooped both the overall Clinicians
and also Patience Choice Awards
which selects its winner from all the
entries recieved that year! Well done
and congratulations to all involved.
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Upward Curve.

IHEEM and BBH Awards for new Recovery Academy

“The Curve provides the perfect environment to promote recovery, health and
wellbeing and acts as a flagship for the Trust and it’s services. It reflects the
recovery principles in all aspects of its culture and operation and physical
environment. The design portrays messages of hope, empowerment,
possibility and aspirations”
Patricia Wilkie, Head Judge BBH
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RJAH Orthopaedic Unit
successfully handed over

The first patients are being treated in the new world class facilities
at The Robert Jones and Agnes Hunt Orthopaedic Hospital in
Shropshire. The £15.1 million Theatre, HDU, Outpatients and
Wards Development has been under construction at the hospital for
more than a year, and the project has reached a major milestone
as the Baschurch Day Unit welcomed its first patients inside. Mark
Brandreth, Chief Executive, said: “We are delighted to be bringing
this building into use and to be able to offer a world class facility
to support our world class
staff. I am sure our patients will be
.
impressed when they come for treatment inside the development,
and it is great that we are already getting such positive feedback.”
Julie Roberts, Acting Deputy Director of Nursing, added: “We have
been looking forward to getting this building up and running for
some time now, and we have always known it was going to make
such a massive difference to the patient experience. However,
after seeing inside it, I have to say it has exceeded our already
high expectations. We are delighted and it has been such a boost
to the morale of everyone here at RJAH.” The project was delivered
through Procure21+ with Kier Health as PSCP.

Witness the VR
experience
for yourselves
as we will be
demonstrating
at the DMHN
conference
in May

PICU and CAMHS
MSU projects now
taking shape on site
in Manchester
Two parallel Mental Health
Projects are progressing on
site in Manchester for GMW
Mental Health NHS Trust. The £5m
extension to the award winning
Junction17 CAMHS facility and
the £4M redevelopment of the
Gardener Unit are both being
delivered by IHP
under the
Procure21+ framework. Both
schemes are due for completion
in 2017 and will deliver much
needed PICU and medium
secure CAMHS facilities for
vulnerable young people in the
North West. The works are just the
latest collaborations with GMW
on the historic Prestwich Hopsital
site in Greater Manchester.

Virtual Reality Technology wows
service users at engagement event
As part of our commitment to new and
innovative ways of experiencing design and
reaching out to service users, Gilling Dod
have invested in virtual reality technology.
By combining this with our full BIM approach
to design, we are able to utilise this exciting
and immersive technology in our engagement
sessions with stakeholders and service
users. This was recently utilised in our
design roadshows for the current projects in
Liverpool and Southport for MCFT.
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Procure22 & GDA.
The next chapter
begins...
Gilling Dod’s long association with the
Procure21/21+ Framework looks set to
continue with our inclusion on the new
Procure 22 Framework now confirmed.
GDA’s involvement on this innovative
Framework started in the pilot regions
of the Midlands and NW in 2002
and included one of the first major
developments to be delivered in the
shape of the £54M Lancashire Cardiac
Centre with LOR in 2006.
Success
followed nationally under P21 with
schemes at Wythenshawe, Rampton
& Leicester culminating in one of the
biggest schemes ever delivered under
the framework, the £100M WestMoorland
General Hospital in Whithaven.
P21+ brought with it award winning
projects such as Discovery House,
Junction 17, The Harbour and Lighthouse
projects, seeing GDA establish itself as a
market leader in Mental Health design.
Through our close collaborative working
and partnering with PSCPs we have also
revolutionised our design and delivery
techniques under the framework.
We were one of the first Healthcare
Practices to go 100% BIM and this has
seen us develop extensive modelling
libraries and data benefiting quality
and programme on all our projects. This
included our role in modelling the P21+
Repeatable rooms. Our team has also
evolved and is now vastly experienced
not only in the latest Best Practice but
NEC3 and detail supply chain coordination.
So we enter the P22 era full of confidence,
enthusiasm
and
commitment
to
constantly imrove and build on our hard
earned experience, drive innovation
and continue to deliver a quality
services to our Healthcare clients. We
look forward to the next chapter in
this remarkable success story and the
postive outcomes such design projects
can deliver to Service Users, staff and
providers.
Watch this space....
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Flagship Children’s, Young Person’s &
Families Unit starts to emerge on site.
Emerging through the trees in Nottingham is the new £22M CAMHS
and PU development being constructed by Kier for Nottinghamshire
Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust. A sod cutting ceremony on site
was followed by a steelwork topping out event at which young
people involved in the design were invited to leave their mark on
the structure before it was enclosed. Completion is due early 2018.

Green light for Greater Manchester
Health Centre Planning Approval has been granted

GDA secure Villicare’s VIVO
Learning Disabilities projects

Contractor appointed:
The contract to
refurbish the Kevin
White Unit in Liverpool
has been won by
City Build. The £2m
scheme for MCFT
starts on site in March.

Gilling Dod Architects have been appointed to design the first
of three planned specialist Learning Disabilities centres across
Cheshire. The facilites, being delivered by the Villivcare JV
alongside the charity ViVO, will provide specialist Step Down
Assisted Living environments to vulnerable people coming out of
inpatient care as well as those with long term care pathways in
the community. The project is about to start design work in early
2017 with future programme being formulated into the New Year.
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on a new Health Centre in Greater
Manchester. The scheme, developed
by Eric Wright Construction in
partnership with Wigan Borough
clinical commissioning group (CCG),
will deliver a much needed state of
the art Community Health Centre in
Ashton. Construction work on the
building, which was designed by
Gilling Dod Architects, is due to start
during summer 2017, with doors
opening to patients in summer 2018.

New MRI Suite opens at
the Fairfield General Hospital
A new magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
unit at Fairfield General Hospital in Bury has
been officially opened by His Worshipful
the Mayor and Consort of the Metropolitan
Borough of Bury, Councillor Mike Connolly
and Mr Ian Hargreaves.
The Pennine Acute Hospitals NHS Trust,
which runs Fairfield has invested over
£2.2m on the new scanner and subsequent
building work to house it. The Gilling Dod
designed unit contains a new state-of-theart MRI scanner which will provide images
for around 6,000 patients a year. Housed in
a brand new unit which is accessed via the
radiology department at the front of the
hospital, the new equipment scanned its
first patient in mid-December.
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Reimagining of Mossley Hill Hospital, Liverpool
Work is well underway on the design of a new £25M Adult
Acute Mental Health Unit for Mersey Care NHS Foundatin
Trust in Liverpool. The 102 bed development is located on
the historic Mossley Hill Hospital site and includes, Adult
Acute, Specialist Assessment and Learning Disabilities
wards. The project, due on site in January 2018, is located
in a sensitive conservation area and it’s design has been via
close collaboration with Liverpool City Council. The design
has a visual and aesthetic relationship with the neighbouring
historic Mossley House designed by Sir Alfred Waterhouse.

Above. Mossley Hill Hospital circa 1917

Multi Phased East Lancashire Project progressing apace to GMP
The new £15m Outpatients, Ophthalmology and
Maxillofacial development at Burnley General Hospital for
East Lancashire Hospitals NHS Trust is progressing well
towards delivering a GMP by mid-April 2017. The scheme
will see the re-provision of these services from disparate
parts of the site into one state of the art facility. The
Outpatient facility has used the P21+ repeatable rooms for
all the Consulting rooms, which has saved 60m2 from the
gross internal floor area sizes. The scheme also provides
two Ophthalmic Operating Theatres, recovery bays,
Orthoptist services, Ophthalmic Out Patients facilities,
diagnostic facilities and a laser treatment room. GDA
are also delivering a new Chemotherapy Department,
Breast Care Department, Children’s Out Patients unit,
Day Case ward upgrades and an Infusion Suite. These
‘enabling schemes’ are underway with IHP currently on
site under the P21+ framework, and work on the new
build is due to commence towards the end of the year.
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BHR’s mammoth Construction Project nears completion
The £115M major redevelopment of Broadmoor
High Security Hospital is fast becoming a reality as
Phase One handover approaches in Spring 2017.
The flagship project is being delivered by Gilling
Dod Architects, based on concept designs by OA,
and is being built by Kier Major Projects. The Interior
Design is by GD*id under a seperate commission
and includes an extensive arts integration scheme.
The groundbreaking project utilises off site Pre cast
construction techniques as well as the BIM level 2

Bolton NHS Foundation Trust Masterplanning Role
GDA have been commissioned by Bolton NHS Foundation Trust to produce an
overall 5-year Development Control Plan for their main estate incorporating and
identifying individual projects to be developed over this time period including
all phasing and decanting required to deliver them alongside live services.

The Wilton Centre - New Specialist Autism
Unit gets Full Planning approval
GDA have been working with a Private Mental
Health provider to develop a specialist Autism
Unit in South Yorkshire. The bespoke and
innovative design creates tailored environments
for vulnerable service users on the ASD (Autistic
Spectrum Disorder) pathway. The £10M Project
has just secured full Planning Approval with
works on site anticipated to start later this year.
More details next issue.
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New commissions for
Elysium Healthcare.
This new client,
derived from the recent
Partnerships in Care/
Priory merger, is looking
to develop its Mental
Health Estate nationally
and GDA are delighted
to be part of this
exciting project.
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Non Health Projects Roundup
Designer Restaurant in Lytham St Annes
Gilling Dod Architects are working with a local restaurateur in Lytham St
Anne’s to develop a unique and striking architectural design for a prominent
site in the Town. The project will feature an striking modern extension,
outdoor piazza, extensive refurbishment of the existing property, plus an
innovative interior design scheme, which collectively will create a unique
and exciting dining experience.

Bolton One project win

Working with Eric Wright Facilities
Management
team,
GDA
are
remodelling the existing community
Gym at the Bolton One complex.
Looking to provide a new layout
with improved flows and high quality
interior design approach thereby
helping the Council to revitalise the
appearance and improve health
awareness in the community.

Lancaster University Framework appointment
Gilling Dod have been appointed on the
Architectural services framework for Lancaster
University for the delivery of its £159m capital
spend over the next four years. It is an exciting
opportunity to work with an ambitious local
client on a series of schemes in the Higher
Education sector.

New Residential project
underway in Manchester

Gilling Dod have been appointed to design
and deliver a new housing development for
Private Developers in Trafford. Manchester.
The scheme comprises 18 2/3 bed town
houses on a brownfield site and is due to start
construction towards the end of 2017.

Gloucester University Sports Hall
commission secured by GDA
Following an intensive design process Gilling Dod with Project
Managers Pearson and Fraser have successfully achieved
planning approval and issued the Tender information for
the appointment of a contractor on this important scheme.
Providing a twelve court hall, sports classrooms and changing
space for both the hall and two new 3G pitches. In addition
to the main complex there is a supporters grandstand and a
standalone cricket pavilion. Providing high quality facilities for
the University and the local community, increasing the strong
links between the University and local area.

Assisted Living in Cleethorpes
GDA are working with a Private client in North
Lincolnshire to develop a brown field site in the area for
a mixed use development. The design is at a very early
stage and is currently focussing on strategic Master
planning and concept feasibility studies. The project
is looking at creating a Healthy living Community that
includes Residential Town Houses and Apartments,
Sheltered accommodation and a Special Care Unit,
Retail, Leisure and Commercial units as well as green
open space and civic realm areas. The proposals are
also focussing on urban regeneration and context
integration, including Transport links, as well as
Renewable energy opportunities such as Wind power,
Solar and Ground Source.
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Bowling Team ‘strikes’ again!
It was another night of success for GDA’s fledgling
Bowling team at the Annual Lancashire Brick’s Bowling
tournament in Bolton. The team of highly trained
athletes excelled in the cauldron of Competition
against Manchester constructions’ finest, stirling effort
all. Well done to Kev, Jaclyn, Allan, Jon and Andrew.

Gilling Dod are currently
renewing its Investors in
People accreditation,
continuing our
commitment to creating
a positive workplace
with benefits to both our
colleagues and clients.

2017 Social Calender open for entries
The new year brings with
it new optimism and
possibilities not least in
the GDA social calender!
Like
all
democracies
suggestions are taken
from the ranks and so
we are inviting ideas
and proposals for the
year ahead. Golf days,
camping trips, rambles,
wine tasting, cake bakes,
and of course curry. The
usual suspects. See Andy
Todd for more details.

A huge well done to Laura Glithero for her
presentation to the BIID in London last year
on Interior Design and Mental Health Settings.
Fantastic reception and a follow up by the RIBA
Journal is planned this year. Great work and
nice to see our Innovative ID work recognised
on a national stage.

Save the Children Christmas Jumper Day
In time honoured tradition Gilling Dod
staff donned their best Christmas jumpers
for the Annual SAVE THE CHILDREN charity
event. The event co-incided with the
office secret santa gift giving, Christmas
buffet and raffle. This year’s activities
included a special Directors edition of ‘Pie
Face’ which saw Jo Kember take home
the winners crown. Well done to all who
organised and took part in the day and
for the money raised for this worthwhile
charity.

Congratulations to our Nick Barnes
and his wife Jill on the birth of Little
Aaron Elliott who arrived on 19th
December. All the best from everyone
at the Practice.

Work Anniversaries/milestones
Special
mentions/congratulations/
commiserations to some recent work
anniversaries at Gilling Dod. This year
marks 10 years for Associate Anthony
Jones and belive it or not 20 years for
Director Sean Kember. (Hardly looks
old enough!) Well done to both on a
fine innings thus far.
Sue Cooper
Business Development Manager
The Cruck Barn, Duxbury Park
Chorley, Lancashire PR7 4AT
t . +44 (0)1257 260 070
m.+44 (0)7970 350 980
sue.cooper@gillingdod.com
www.gillingdod.com
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